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Choose your lenses
Select your lens type based on your visual needs.

All lenses come with anti-reflective + anti-scratch coating as standard.

$75



Single vision
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Access/Bifocal  

$200  

Multifocal

$250

*Single vision lenses can be for either
distance or reading. Access lenses

are used for close and intermediate
distances (computer work). Multifocals
have three focal lengths - near,
intermediate and distance.

Customize your lenses
Add on extra treatments and options to your lenses.

For example, opt for thinner lenses, blue light filter or turn them into sunglasses.

OPTION

Single Vision Custom


$75

*Single Vision Custom are recommended
when your prescription is too complex
for a standard lens. Our staff will advise
when customized lenses are required.

THINNING

+$50



Thin  
Thinner



+$100  

Thinnest

+$175

*Thinning of lenses is recommended

when you have a stronger prescription.

It makes your lenses lighter and less
dense. We suggest Thin for > +/- 2,
Thinner for > +/- 4, and Thinnest

for > +/- 6.

TREATMENT
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Blue Light  

+$25



UV Sunglasses



+$25  

Polarized



+$75



Photochromic

+$100

*Choose from a range of tints, coatings
and other treatments for sunglasses or
other types of lenses that can help with
blocking UV, sun glare and blue light.

Choose frames
Now for the fun part - choose size (xs, s, m, l) and then
create your colour story. Our frames come in modular
parts so you can mix and match your colours - or choose
additional parts to create multiple looks. Go wild with
colour or keep them more subdued, it’s up to you!
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Bundle & Save 40%
Save a huge 40% on all additional pairs when you purchase
any pair of prescription glasses! Grab two pairs of single
vision from $120, two pairs of multifocals from $400 or
choose any combination of unlimited pairs and you’re
laughing!

Terms & Conditions
40% discount is applied to the item/s of equal or lesser value.

Discount applies to prescription glasses only, non-prescription

glasses not included in bundles.

40% discount is only available per person and can’t be split between
multiple people.

Add items to cart, discount will be applied automatically at check-out.

Comprehensive Eye Tests

give Contacts a Go

We bulk bill eye tests so there’s no out of pocket costs.
Book an appointment online or over the phone with our
expert optometrist including comprehensive health
check, prescription, retinal photography and pressure
tests. PS. Medicare card holders go free when you
book from 9am - 12pm Monday to Friday. Walk in’s
welcome.

We’re making contact lenses easy - an appointment
will cost you $29, never more. Our team will guide
you through from consultation to fitting, with free
trial lenses to ensure you’ve got the best contact for
your comfort and convenience.

All Major Insurance is

accepted

10 Year Frame Warranty

Take advantage of your optical benefits on the spot in
store or over the phone, or directly through your
provider when you purchase online. Our team will
provide you with a quote to highlight which rebates can
be applied by your health fund. Purchasing online? We’ll
provide your rebate codes on your invoice to claim
directly through your provider.

Need assistance

or have a question?
Visit www.dresden.vision

contact us at hello@au.dresden.vision

or give our Aussie Contact Centre a bell on

+612 7908 0639.

No questions asked, no caveats.


Our frames are built to last. If you break them

within the first 10 years of wear, we'll replace them.
Made by us, with super durable and recyclable
materials.

